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Futura scrambler ap 245/75r16

Futura Scrambler API LT245/75R16 (90000004811) durable service It suits you . Entry level all season suv light truck tape delivers year round traction for the economy minded copper Open shoulder design and four perimeter stair grooves work together to provide good wet traction Rigid lower sidewall for improved handling and stability
Model : 9000000479 Category : Automotive By : Futura Availability : Usually ships in 1-2 working days Futura is a relatively new tire brand by Pep Boys, a well-known all-American automotive retailer that many refer to as the pioneer of motorized aftermarket. Their range includes performance, tour and truck tires with the Futura Scrambler
leading the way with its affordable cost and comfortable ride. The Futura Scrambler is designed according to the needs of SSVs and light trucks. As such, this tape is capable of performing equally well under different conditions and delivers excellent ride in all seasons.   The symmetrical tread pattern enables the tape to perform
exceptionally well on wet and dry, and provides good handling throughout. It also allows the tape to run smoothly with low rolling resistance resulting in lower fuel consumption and increased tread life. Also, this model is highly convenient as owners can safely rotate the tires because of its identical pattern on both halves. In addition, the
Futura Scrambler provides an open shoulder design that limits dirt and mud to get stuck between the staircase. Four perimeter grooves provide increased stability and grip on wet surfaces, and also help reduce the risk of hydro planning. Furthermore, the lateral grooves increase the tape's contact patch for additional grip in wet conditions
and even promote treadwear. A rigid sidewall helps the tape maintain its shape during high speed; the side wall is also lowered to give maximum stability while turning corners and preventing the tape from bending. As an added benefit, it provides increased steering response along with better dry handling. Finally, improve the swallow
design on the stair brake and traction for a smooth ride. The speed rating on this tape is S (180 km/h) and it comes in limited sizes ranging from 16 to 17The price of this tape is significantly less than other comparable brands and it performs equally well in all conditions. Buy now at Amazon.comThe ProsIncreased all-season tractionBetter
control and stability on roadsIncreased staircase life and fewer staircase bearings from installationAffordabilityThe ConsAverage winter performanceMin dependencyOverall ThoughtsThe Futura Scrambler A/P is excellent band, considering features such as staircase design, lower sidewall, increased tread life, etc. Most of the users who
have installed a set of these tapes are surprised by its performance on the road in all seasons, especially since it costs less than other options. Moreover, almost Futura Scrambler buyers experienced significantly lower stair wear and price this tape for its control on dry and wet surfaces alike. This tape is designed to perform in all types of
weather conditions with its special ribbed staircase structure that provides increased road grip. Also, the sidewall rigidity allows it to excel at high-speed and improved road contact results in even treadwear with improved steering responsiveness. All in all, this tape is great for use in all seasons with its distinct appearance and high-
performance qualities. The most impressive factor to consider when buying this tape is its price, which is significantly low compared to others. While some users suggest it bears out somewhat quickly and it's a little noise on dry roads, it's still an impressive choice for the entire season drive given its many other features. Which vehicles
would fit the Futura Scrambler A/P Tires? Futura Scrambler tires are designed for SSVs and light trucks to give them ultimate traction and stability in different road conditions. Some of the vehicles for which this tire is manufactured are listed below. Note that this is not a complete list. Chevrolet BlazerChevrolet C2500Chevrolet
C3500Chevrolet Express 2500Chevrolet Express 3500Chevrolet G20Chevrolet G30Chevrolet K1500Chevrolet K1500 SuburbanChevrolet K2500Chevrolet K3500Chevrolet Silverado 3500Chevrolet Silverado 3500 HDChevrolet Silverado 3500 HD WTChevrolet Silverado 3500 LSChevrolet Silverado 3500 LTDodge B2500Dodge
B350Dodge B3500Dodge NitroDodge Ram 1500Dodge Ram 1500 LaramieDodge Ram 1500 STDodge Ram 1500 SportDodge Ram 1500 WSDodge Ram 2500Dodge Ram 2500 VanDodge Ram 3500 VanDodge Sprinter 2500Ford E-150Ford E-250Ford E-350 Club WagonFord E-350 Super DutyFreightliner Sprinter 2500GMC
C2500GMC C3500GMC G2500GMC G3500GMC K1500GMC K1500 SuburbanGMC K2500GMC K3500GMC K3500 Sierra SLGMC K3500 Sierra SLEGMC K3500 Sierra SLTGMC Savana 2500GMC Sierra 3500GMC Sierra 3500 HDGMC YukonHonda PassportIsuzu RodeoJeep Grand CherokeeJeep LibertyJeep WranglerJeep Wrangler
JKMercedes-Benz Sprinter 3500RAM ProMaster 1500RAM ProMaster 2500RAM ProMaster 3500Tire Sizes AvailableThis tire is available in a limited size range of 16 to 17 as listed below:16225/75R16255/70R16265/70R1617Price RangeFuture Scrambler A/P is offered for a price starting from $94.99 per tire from Pep Boys official online
store. You can get a further discount of up to 15% when purchasing two or more tires. Warranty OfferedPep Boys offers free replacement warranty within the first 90 days of use – the tape is replaced free of charge as it proves to be flawed in workmanship and materials. After 90 days, they either repay or replace the tape on a protracted
basis. If the staircase wears out to 1.6mm of remaining depth, it is then subject to a prorated Buy now at Amazon.com · No, I would go with an e-load tire that truck. The P in P245/75r16 means passenger ties. You should look for LT245/75r16 as in LIGHT TRUCK and then look for a tire that is rated for over 3100 lbs· Here's the tape you
want, in a cargo range E. All-Terrain T/A KO | BFGoodrich Tires Part # 11379 LT245/75R16/E 120 S Load Range index 120 = 3086 lbs per tire. Fits pretty close to your 6,250 lbs. Rear GAWR But they're not $127 each.... · Booking Starter • #4 • Mar 20, 2013 But they're not $127 each.... Haha, yes. This is where the fun stops. Hoped I
could get down to this for cheaper. I'll do CL, but I don't drive around NH to look at tires that are 90% TREAD AND HAVE NO PLUGS!!!! ELEVENTY!!! 111! who is ready to go to the dump. I'll see if any local tire shops have anything. I'll order online, but it's going to be at least $150 in shipping. But yes, I thought those tapes would be too
light. Just wanted to confirm. Thank you. · You can run them, not legally, but they won't blow up with some knowledge. Your speed rating, load rating, and pressure are linked in a way. Heat is what makes tires blow out. Speed and load increase heat, pressure lowers it. When above the load rating either reduces your speed, increase your
pressure, or both. EDIT: I'll give you some E's with decent staircase if you were in the area. Ask around, some friend should work in a store that does tires. · Not sure how soon you need stairs, (I'm on my way to vt in may) but I could get you a set of new takeoffs of an E350 hankook 245 75 16 drawer range E at 8x6.5 steelies 100 each. ·
Definitely find some LTs. You could get away with those if you were always empty (it closes drag) and drove a reasonable speed (since S is 115mph iirc). However, some dumbass may find you at fault if you had an accident involving another vehicle and the cause was your tyres. I had shit luck with generals anyway (had a set on my 88
and I separated all the belts within 6 months. I believe the newer is better, but there are also better options. I'm not a fan of BFG's either. If you're looking cheap, that's usually it (and they actually have good traction, too). Ratings, reviews and specifications for Yokohama Geolandar A/T-S tires Free shipping by discount tape, too. · If I were
you, I'd take that deal some posts. · Amazon.com have free shipping on many of their tires. I ordered some BFG mud terrains and they sent them FedEx to Alaska for free. Pretty good prices, too. · Booking Starter • #10 • Mar 20, 2013 Not sure how soon you need stairs, (I'm on my way to vt in) but I could get you a set of new takeoffs from
an E350 hankook 245 75 16 drawer range E at 8x6.5 anecdotes 100 each. Where you located? I'm in Lakes Region NH. Truck fail inspection so within the month I will need. · I think you'd be fine with the P-rated ties if you were careful, but I would just the LTs so you don't have to worry about it. As for common ties, I had a few sets of them
and was very happy with them. I got one set from the A/Ts right after a set of BFG A/Ts and didn't notice any difference in traction or mileage, but they were $50 less a tire. Here are some LT's on ebay with shipping they're only a few bucks more per band than the ones you looked at at walmart, after local taxes they're probably cheaper. 4
New Lt 245 75 16 Futura Scrambler a P 10 Ply Tires | eBay · Also check out the 235/85/16 size. It's a touch longer, little bit closer, but it's a stock size depending on options and a few bucks cheaper per tire. It's a decent idea. I know skinnier tires are going through snow better, and they're supposed to give you better fuel economy. ·
Booking Starter • #15 • Mar 20, 2013 I'm at work so I really can't go through to some of the links that have been posted. I'll check them out when I get out. As of now, I've narrowed down two places. Local location, 235/85/R16 A/Ts E rated at $140 a piece. TOTAL PRICE $560 Trapwright 235/85/R16 E rated $98 a piece, TOTAL PRICE
$520 SHIPPING So we're getting better. Over the next few weeks maybe I can rifle the price a little bit. Thanks for the input. · Booking Starter • #16 • Mar 20, 2013 So good news. Dad has two tires from his old F250. Sitting for 8 years. Pretty much brand new. LT 235/85R16. Not a species of dry root. On edges. We thought they were his
bigger 315s he had, but I think he sold his F250 with them there. It couldn't have worked out more perfectly. Swap them over this weekend and I'll be fine. Went from a $550 dollar bill to nothing. Winch fund was saved again. Again.
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